Abstract: Robust estimation of unknown parameters in linear models with only a single error component has been widely investigated. However only a small percentage of literature treats robust estimate of variance components in heteroscedastically mixed models. The correction-based pseudoobservation method, the ͑x͒-function-based robust maximum likelihood estimate ͑MLE͒ and restricted maximum likelihood estimate methods, as well as the robust Helmert method are the three kinds of typical robust methods for estimating variance components of linear mixed models. However, they are generally affected by different types of scoring functions and various tuning factors based on M estimate defined by Huber from the maximum likelihood type of estimation. In addition, the pseudoobservation method will encounter risks of incorrect corrections due to the misidentification of gross errors. In this paper, gross errors and random or normal errors are assumed to be occasionally additive, independent, normally distributed with different scales, and all are regarded as missing and/or unobservable data. Together with the observations, they form a complete data problem where the unknown parameters and variance components need to be estimated. The expectation-maximization ͑EM͒ algorithm for finding the MLEs is robustified by estimating the variances of gross errors by defining weights and proposing to jointly solve the robust estimation of the unknown parameters and variance components. A numerical example of a global positioning system baseline network shows that the robustified EM algorithm can find a reliable estimate of unknown parameters and variance components, and efficiently separate the gross errors and subrandom effects or errors by computing their respective Bayesian estimate.
Introduction
Gross errors may occur with respect to any of the subrandom effects or error components in mixed models. Not only are the unknown parameters affected, but also the variance components. For the case of single error component, there is an extensive literature on robust estimation of unknown parameters, not only in statistics ͑Huber 1964 , 1981 Hampel et al. 1986; Rousseeuw and Leroy 1987; Rao and Toutenburg 1995͒ , but also in associated application disciplines, such as in the geodetic science ͑Forstner 1983; Li 1985; Xu 1989; Zhou 1989; Zhao 1990; Yang 1991 Yang , 1994 Proszynski 1994; Huang 1995; Koch 1996; Ding and Coleman 1996a,b; Zhu 1996; Hekimoglu 1997; Gui and Zhang 1998; Yang et al. 2001; Peng and Xie 2002; Yang et al. 2002; Hekimoglu and Berber 2003; Peng 2005; Cui and Yang 2006; Baselga 2007͒ . However, only a small body of literature is related to robust estimation in the variance-covariance model ͑Rocke 1983 ; Fellner 1986; Rocke 1991; Huggins 1993a,b; Richardson and Welsh 1995; Richardson 1997; Stahel and Welsh 1997; Gervini and Yohai 1998; Muller and Uhlig 2001; Yau and Kuk 2002; Zhou and Zhu 2003; Dueck and Lohr 2005; Yang et al. 2005͒ . This alternative can be roughly classified into four types: correction-based pseudoobservation method; ͑x͒-function-based robust maximum likelihood estimate ͑MLE͒; restricted maximum likelihood estimate ͑REMLE͒; the equivalent weight-based robust Helmert method and the noniterative method.
Initially, Rocke ͑1983,1991͒ developed a robust M-estimatebased pseudoobservation method for estimating the variance components of univariate one-way random effect model; later Fellner ͑1986͒ presented a robust version of the REML estimators of linear mixed models introduced by Patterson and Thompson ͑1971͒. This was followed by Yau and Kuk ͑2002͒ studying the robust estimation of variance components in generalized linear mixed models. Finally, Dueck and Lohr ͑2005͒ investigated the robust estimation of covariance components on multivariate oneway random effect models. All these methods can be classified as the pseudoobservation methods following Rocke's ͑1983͒ correction idea, which implies that the gross errors are systematic deviations or mean shifts. As a result, the following strategies are adopted: first, obtaining residuals according to some estimation criteria, such as M estimates or least-squares ͑LS͒ estimate, and then correcting the identified gross errors of the outlying observations leading to the so-called pseudoobservations ͑Bickel 1979͒; second, substituting the pseudoobservations for the original outlying observations in the observational data set and carrying out any of the standard methods of variance components estimation ͓e.g., the maximum likelihood ͑ML͒ method, the REML method͔ resulting in the robust estimation of variance components. The corrections for limiting outliers are defined according to the bounded score function ͑x͒ ͓i.e., the derivative of ͑x͒ with respect to x͔ of the estimated random effects or errors. Nevertheless, in practice, the pseudoobservation method has some disadvantages: ͑1͒ different types of score functions and tuning constants may confuse the inexperienced, as pointed out by Muller and Uhlig ͑2001͒; ͑2͒ the Baarda test cannot always correctly detect or locate the gross errors because the LS method cannot completely project the gross errors onto the corresponding residuals as the redundant component is always less than one ͑Peng 2005; Hekimoglu 2005͒. So incorrect corrections based on the LS residuals ͑Fellner 1986͒ can occur and, consequently, will lead to a systematic deviation in pseudoobservations; and ͑3͒ In the case of the multivariate one-way random effect model with dependency ͑Dueck and Lohr 2005͒, although the orthogonal transformation plays the role of transforming dependent observations into independent ones, it can also smooth or mask the gross errors and make the transformed quantities look like random errors. This will develop into a situation in which any gross errors cannot be identified efficiently, and thus this method does not suit linear mixed models.
For the MLE of variance components, Huggins ͑1993a,b͒ replaced the quadratic form of the likelihood function by a robust M-estimate-based bound function ͑x͒ to complete robust estimate; Richardson and Welsh ͑1995͒ and Richardson ͑1997͒ extended the idea to the REML method. The method is still overwhelmed by different types of score functions and tuning constants.
Yang et al. ͑2005͒ used the equivalent weight or correction methods of M estimates to limit the influence of gross errors on variance components and formed the robust Helmert variance component estimator. This method has similar drawbacks to the pseudoobservations method, due to different types of score function and values of tuning constants.
To remove or weaken the above mentioned inconveniences, Uhlig ͑1997͒ proposed three noniterative robust variance component estimators for one-way random effect model. Muller and Uhlig ͑2001͒ further studied their breakdown point and efficiency. However, the proposed noniterative methods are not suited to linear mixed models. This paper intends to develop a new method different from those mentioned previously. In the new methodology, gross errors and random errors are assumed to be additive, independent, and normally distributed with different scales. The expectationmaximization ͑EM͒ algorithm is introduced and robustified to complete the joint robust estimation of unknown parameters and variance components.
Additive Gross Errors Model
In geodetic adjustments, the linear functional model can be represented as follows:
where y = n ϫ 1 observed vector; Z = n ϫ t design matrix; ␤ = t ϫ 1 unknown parameter vector ͑fixed effect͒; and = n ϫ 1 error vector ͑random effect͒ with null mean and variance-covariance matrix ⌺ or ⌺ y . If the random errors are heteroscedastic, the linear mixed model and its variance-covariance matrix can be further represented as
where j , H j , j 2 , and Q j = H j H j T for j =0,1,2, ... ,m are, respectively, the n j ϫ 1 subrandom effect or error vector, the corresponding n ϫ n j design matrix of the subrandom effect or error vector, the jth variance component, and the corresponding subcofactor matrix. If the variance-covariance matrix ⌺ is known and reasonable, the LS technique can be applied to obtain the optimal solution ␤ of the unknown parameters ␤ in Eq. ͑1͒, otherwise, it is necessary to estimate the variance components by using certain standard methods, such as the Helmert ͑1924͒ estimation, MLE, REMLE, minimum norm quadratic estimate ͑MINQE͒, minimum norm quadratic unbiased estimate ͑MINQUE͒, and minimum variance quadratic unbiased estimate ͑MIVQUE͒ ͑Corbeil and Searle 1976; Harville 1977; Searle 1992; Rao and Poduri 1997; Koch 1999; Yuan and Ou 2001; Xu et al. 2006͒ . Assuming normality of random effects and/or errors and performing iterative algorithm, the MLE and MINQE will have the same results, and the Helmert estimate, REMLE, MINQUE, and MIVQUE will be completely identical.
When gross errors occur with respect to any j of the random effect components, these methods, just mentioned, are not robust. Although other types of robust methods have been developed and applied, they have some practical disadvantages as pointed out in the "Introduction."
Rao and Toutenburg ͑1995͒ and Zhu ͑1996͒ indicated that gross errors can be described by using the so-called mean shift model and error variance inflation model. As to the former, gross errors are systematic deviation or constant, whereas the latter implies that gross errors are occasional or random. In the pseudoobservation method, the correction implies that the gross errors are considered as additive mean shifts. The method introduced here, which will be developed later, assumes that gross errors are occasionally additive, with inflation variances, and, together with the random errors, should be regarded as independent, normally distributed with different scale parameters. That is
where r = number of gross errors; b i k = gross error occurring at the i k th observation; e i k = n ϫ 1 unit vector positioning the gross error, whose i k th element is one and the others are null. For the MLE of unknown parameters and variance components estimate of Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ with Q i = identity, the EM algorithm has been constructed ͑Searle 1992; Fahrmeir and Tutz 1996; McLachlan 1997͒ . However, it is not robust and cannot be directly applied to Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ because the positions of identified gross errors are changeable in the iterative process. Thus, the EM algorithm needs to be robustified.
Basic Theory of EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm is a widely used approach to the iterative computation of MLEs applied in a variety of incomplete-data problems, where algorithms such as the Newton-Raphson and/or the scoring method may turn out to be more complicated ͑Fahr-meir and Tutz 1996; McLachlan 1997͒. The EM algorithm was originally applied in geodesy by Luxen and Brunn ͑2003͒. On each iteration of the EM algorithm, there are two steps: the expectation step ͑E step͒ and the maximization step ͑M step͒. Because of this, the algorithm has been defined as the EM algorithm by Dempster et al. ͑1977͒. The basic theory of the EM algorithm can be described as follows ͑McLachlan 1997͒.
Let y be the observational vector having probability density function postulated as f͑y , ͒, where = ͑ 1 , 2 , . . . , u ͒ T is the parameter vector to be determined. The EM algorithm, which provides an iterative algorithm for computing MLEs, is broadly applicable in situations where, due to the absence of some additional data, MLEs would be straightforward.
The observational vector y is viewed as incomplete and an observable function of the so-called complete data vector
where ␦ indicates the vector containing additional data generally referred to as unobservable or missing data. Denote f c ͑x , ͒ as the probability density function of the complete data vector. The log likelihood function that could be formed for if x were fully observable is given by
The observed data vector, i.e., the incomplete data vector, y = y͑x͒ is the function of the complete data vector x, the mapping from the set of x to the set of y; this is one of many to one. It follows that
The incomplete data log likelihood function is log L͑͒ = log f͑y,͒ ͑ 10͒
The EM algorithm approaches solving the incomplete data likelihood function log L͑͒ by proceeding iteratively in terms of the complete data likelihood function log L c ͑͒. As ␦ is unobservable, it is replaced by its conditional expectation given y using the current fit for . More specifically, ͑0͒ may be estimated by the LSE method and let it be some initial value for . Then on the first iteration, the E step requires the calculation of
The M step requires the maximization of S͑ , ͑0͒ ͒ with respect to . That is, ͑1͒ is chosen such as
The E and M steps are carried out repeatedly until satisfying convergence condition. On the ͑k +1͒th iteration, the E and M steps are defined as follows: E step: Calculate S͑ , ͑k͒ ͒ where
The convergence condition is ʈ ͑k+1͒ − ͑k͒ ʈ ഛ, where is the threshold, an arbitrarily small positive quantity.
Robust EM Algorithm of MLE for Variance Components
According to the basic principle of the EM algorithm, first, inserting Eq. ͑4͒ into Eq. ͑1͒ leads to the mixed functional model reformulated as follows:
Denote the parameter vector to be estimated as
Denote the missing or unobservable data as
T are the r identified gross errors, and the index set ͑i 1 , i 2 , . . . ,i r ͒ may be changeable before the end of the iterative computation process. The complete data vector is denoted as x = ͑y T , ␦ T ͒, its log likelihood function can be written as log L c ͑͒ = ͑log f c ͑x;͒͒ = log f͑y/␦;͒ + log f͑␦;͒ ͑16͒ where log f͑y/␦;͒ = − 1 2 n log͑2͒ − 1 2 n log det͑Q 0 ͒ − 1 2 n log 0 2 − 1 2 0 2 0
Let ͑0͒ be the initial value for , then on the first iteration, the E step requires the calculation of the conditional expectation 
The M step requires the maximization of E͑log L c ͑͒ / y ; ͑0͒ ͒ with respect to the variance components of gross errors and subrandom error vector j that leads to the iterative solution of
where the superscript ͑1͒ denotes the first iteration and D͑ ͒ denotes the covariance matrix. Here, the conditional expectation E͑ j / y ; ͑0͒ ͒ and E͑b i k / y ; ͑0͒ ͒ can be replaced by their respective empirical Bayesian estimate of the subrandom error vector and the gross errors ͑Fahrmeir and Tutz 1996͒
In addition, the conditional variances of j and b i k are separately computed by
After iteratively obtaining the variance components of gross errors and subrandom errors, the variance-covariance matrix of the observational vector and the unknown parameters vector can be estimated for the first iteration by
On the ͑p +1͒th iteration, after calculating E͑ j / y ; ͑p͒ ͒, E͑b i k / y ; ͑p͒ ͒, D͑ j / y ; ͑p͒ ͒, and D͑b i k / y ; ͑p͒ ͒, the writers calculate E͑log L c ͑͒ / y ; ͑p͒ ͒ by maximizing it concerning the variance components of gross errors and subrandom error vectors, which leads to the estimation: j 2͑p+1͒ , b i k 2͑p+1͒ , and ␤ ͑p+1͒ .
It should be noticed that the gross errors b = ͑b i 1 , b i 2 , . . . ,b i r ͒ T need to be identified on each iteration. So the detailed robust EM ͑REM͒ algorithm with gross errors is constructed as follows.
Step 1: First, choose j 2͑0͒ for j =0,1,2, ... ,m as the initial values of the variance components of subrandom error vectors, and thus determine
to be used for defining the initial weight matrix, and then calculate the unknown vector of parameters, residual vector, and the variance matrix of residuals by LSE
In this step, the procedure for identifying gross errors is similar to the robust M estimation method: the residuals v ͑0͒ and their corresponding variance matrix D ͑0͒ ͑v͒ are used to construct the criteria for identifying gross errors, and to approximately determine their initial variance, the process is as follows:
For j =1,2, ... ,n, if abs͑v j Step 2: Compute the iterative estimates of the covariance matrices and unknown parameters. For the pth iteration we have
where j ͑p͒ = E͑ j / y ; ͑p͒ ͒. When compared with the variance matrix ͑3͒ corresponding to Eq. ͑2͒, the vector b = ͑b i 1 , b i 2 , . . . ,b i r ͒ T of Eq. ͑4͒ should be regarded as formed by gross errors. However, relative to the variance matrix ͑5͒ corresponding to Eq. ͑4͒, they can be thought of as random errors. Thus, in this iterative step, the criteria for identifying gross errors is defined by the covariance matrix D ͑p͒ ͑v͒ of Eq. ͑36͒ in which the normal part of D ͑p͒ ͑y͒ is computed from Eq. ͑30͒. The identification process is as follows:
For j =1,2, ... ,n, if abs͑v j ͑p͒ ͒ Ͼ k 0 ͱq v j ͑p͒ where q v j ͑p͒ = jth diagonal element of D ͑p͒ ͑v͒, the jth observation is identified as a possible gross error, denote i k = j and compute the conditional
ϫ͑y͒e i k b i k 2͑p͒ of the identified gross errors; otherwise let
E͑b i k / y ; ͑p͒ ͒ = 0 and D͑b i k / y ; ͑p͒ ͒ = 0 as on the ͑p −1͒th iteration, the observation may be identified as outlier and the conditional expectation and variance of the corresponding gross error are not zeroes.
Step 3:
. . ,r
͑38͒
Step 4: If ʈ ͑p+1͒ − ͑p͒ ʈ ഛ then stop, otherwise go to Step 2. It needs to be noted that if the threshold k 0 approximates infinity or is large enough, the above-mentioned robust EM algorithm is transformed into the general EM algorithm ͑GEM͒ of MLE for variance components. Fig. 1 is a global positioning system deformation monitoring network consisting of nine points with point 1 fixed as the reference and 32 baselines ͑96 x-y-z components͒ observed in two sessions. Assume that the random errors in each session come from different normal distributions. Point 9 is not marked on Fig. 1 because it is at a long distance from the other eight points. In the first step, we take advantage of the GAMIT software ͑downloaded from http://www-gpsg.mit.edu/ϳsimon/gtgk/͒ to calculate the baseline vectors and the respective variance-covariances of the two sessions. After the adjustment, the adjusted baseline vector components are used as the true values.
Numerical Computation and Analysis

Simulation Scheme of True or Random Errors
The simulated true error vector is composed of = H 1 1 + H 2 2 , where
The simulated variance components i 2 for i =1,2 are, respectively, 4 and 9 m 2 . The Q i for i =1,2 are, respectively, the variance-covariance matrix of the baseline vectors of the two sessions originated from the GAMIT software, used for the simulation cofactor matrix without considering their unit, and decomposed into F i F i T for i =1,2 by using Cholesky decomposition. Simulated standard normal random errors ⌬ 1 and ⌬ 2 are then transformed into 1 = 1 F 1 ⌬ 1 and 2 = 2 F 2 ⌬ 2 . The values of the generated random errors are given in Table 1 .
Simulation Scheme of the Gross Errors
The size of the simulated gross errors b added to the baseline observations are divided into three levels: 3.5 i , 5 i , and 7 i where i = square root of the diagonal element of the simulated covariance matrix D͑͒, i.e., the standard error of the ith observation; the occurring locations of simulated gross errors are randomly produced between observations 1 and 96: the number of simulated gross errors are, respectively, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30. 
Computation Schemes
The GEM algorithm used with k 0 approximating infinity ͑or a number large enough͒ and the REM algorithm, Helmert method ͑H͒, and robust Helmert method ͑RH͒ ͓the detailed algorithm refers to Yang et al. ͑2005͔͒ to compute these simulated cases and make comparisons. The threshold k 0 for REM is chosen as follows: for the case of 3.5 i level of gross errors, k 0 = 2; for the case of 5 i and 7 i level of gross errors, k 0 = 2.5. For the RH method ͓referring to Yang et al. ͑2005͔͒, k 0 and k 1 are the two threshold constants for identifying and rejecting gross errors and defining the equivalent weight. k 0 has the same value as the REM method, and k 1 =6. Tables 2 and 3 Tables 2 and 3 , the entries of the simulated gross errors column indicate the observational location of gross errors. It can be seen that the REM algorithm can identify all the simulated gross errors and get their reasonable BE; the RH method cannot completely detect the simulated gross errors for the case of 3.5 i level of gross errors. This shows that the REM algorithm can better resist the influence of gross errors on the estimations of variance components. In addition, the reasonable BE of the gross errors also suggests that the REM algorithm can efficiently distinguish the gross errors and subrandom effects. 2. Comparison of variance components estimation: With no gross errors b, the two variance components 1 2 and 2 2 estimated by the GEM algorithm with k 0 large enough are 3.4260 and 6.2662, whereas the Helmert estimations ͓the computation formula referring to Yang et al. ͑2005͔͒ are 3.1468 Yang et al. ͑2005͔͒ are 3. and 6.2337 . Table 4 lists the estimated variance components from formula ͑37͒; the number of gross errors intro- duced is, respectively, 5,10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 , and the size is, respectively, 3.5 i , 5 i , and 7 i . In Table 4 , the column labeled "5G" lists the two variance components estimation with 5 gross errors. The columns labeled "10G, 15G, 20G, 25G, and 30G" indicate the corresponding estimation to the 5G column for the other cases. The column entitled "Mean" indicates the row mean of six estimated variance components; the "RMS" column indicates the corresponding root-mean-square; and the Deviation column indicates the difference between the Mean column and the estimated variance components with no gross errors. It can be seen that in the case of gross errors, the GEM algorithm and Helmert method cannot get a reliable estimation on variance components, whereas the REM algorithm and RH method can get a convincing result. However, the absolute deviation and RMS of the REM row are both smaller than those of RH row; this means that the REM algorithm gets a more reliable result than the RH method 3. Comparison of maximum absolute coordinate deviation: Table 5 lists the maximum absolute coordinate deviation, i.e., the absolute difference between the estimated coordinates with no gross errors and the ones with gross errors. It can be seen that the two robust methods ͑REM and RH͒ have a smaller deviation than their corresponding nonrobust methods ͑GEM and H͒. However, the deviation of the REM row from the REM algorithm is smaller than that of the RH row from the RH method. This implies that the REM method can get more reliable coordinate result than the RH method in the case of gross errors.
Comparison of identifying gross errors:
and the Bayesian Estimation ͑BE͒ of Gross Errors after Introducing in the Data 10 and 20 Gross Errors of Sizes 3.5 i , 5 i , and 7 i ͑m͒ 3.5 i 5 i 7 i
Conclusion
1. Though, theoretically, every robust method can make mistakes in identifying or detecting gross errors, the REM algorithm does better than the RH method based on the equivalent weight in the numerical examples of this paper. 2. The constructed robustified EM algorithm can find a more reliable result of unknown parameters and variance components than the RH method when gross errors and heteroscedasticity occur simultaneously. 3. In the robustified EM algorithm, the gross errors and subran- dom effect or errors can be efficiently separated from each other by finding their respective BE. 
